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In this article, I wanted to tell you one of the stories. This story is about my group of friends. Most of
the people say that the friends of University become everlasting friends of yours. But for me this has
not happened. Now days, everybody is mean and everybody want their own advantage. You might
have heard the sentence that in an organization everybody is pulling his or her leg in terms of
jealousy etc. but this is also happening in the University.

	In the last days of our University, as you all know that all the engineering students have to make the
final year project, so for that they all have to make the project. Even more in the same time they
have to prepare for their exams. This sort of situation becomes very hectic some times. One more
very important thing that, this is mandatory that the book which we write about our project, should
be plagiarism free. As you all know that copy paste is like a crime in our city. So, we all have to write
that book and this was a group task. We first divided the topics in our groups and then we planned
to write. After few days we sent it to one friend because he had to compile it.

	Suddenly, on the next day that friend called us and then he said to all of us, actually he scolded us
badly. We all felt this as our insulted because according to him we sent him the plagiarized work.
We all were in tension because on the next day there was a paper also. Our mind was not able to
concentrate for the preparation of exam. We became double minded that whether to make a book or
to study for exams. I called to my friend and then I asked her to meet with me. I then met with her at
coffee shop and discussed about the hectic problem. She put her hand on my shoulder and then
she suggested consulting with original essay writing. I asked her that will this company be authentic
because now I have no chance other now. She said, â€œDo not worry this essay writing is really
authentic. Once upon a time, I and my friend were surfing on the net for the number one custom
writing services. There were many companies and some websites are of very high rates, some
provide plagiarism work, some do not provide authentic work etc. any ways lots of other factors also
come at other website. But I found this company the best. Whenever you need some help regarding
writings so, just consult with this website. One more thing, which I forget to tell you that this
company provide you facility of 24/7, so you can buy essay online.â€• I thanked to my friend and then I
also paid the bill of that coffee. I wanted to pay more because at that time I felt really comfortable.

	I did the same which my friend guided me and then I prepared for my exams with keen interest. I
was really disturbed on that day because he was our friend since first year and at that moment on
the phone his behavior was unbearable.
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